
PASTRY Pastry nozzles and bags  

The professional re-usable pastry

bags made of coated cotton are

particularly supple. They have a

string, but no hem. They are lined

and then watertight.

Code Designation Lcm Kg

4859.344859.34 34 0,01
4859.464859.46 46 0,01

Nylon extra supple pastry bags

The professional re-usable pastry bags made of coated cotton are

particularly supple. They have a string, but no hem. They are lined

and then watertight.

Code Designation Lcm Kg PU

4856.25N4856.25N pastry bag 25 cm 25 0,04 6
4856.30N4856.30N pastry bag 30 cm 30 0,04 6
4856.35N4856.35N pastry bag 35 cm 35 0,05 6
4856.40N4856.40N pastry bag 40 cm 40 0,06 6
4856.45N4856.45N pastry bag 45 cm 45 0,07 6
4856.50N4856.50N pastry bag 50 cm 50 0,11 6
4856.60N4856.60N pastry bag 60 cm 60 0,16 6

4347.05N4347.05N Set of 5 cotton pastry bags 0,13 1
30/35/40/45 and 50 cm long

Cotton pastry bags

Foodgrade polyurethane. This innovative material gives to the bag

high resistance, flexibility and softness. It has a smooth surface

inside which make easier the outflow of the product and rough

outside for a better handle. Thanks to a special welding of the bag,

a high hygienic safety is guaranteed. Easy cleaning. Dishwasher

safe. Resists until 60°C maximum.

Code Designation Lcm Wcm Kg

4347.354347.35  35 20 0,02

Supple pastry bag made of polyurethane

Foodgrade polyurethane. This innovative material gives to the bag

high resistance, flexibility and softness. It has a smooth surface

inside which make easier the outflow of the product and rough

outside for a better handle. Thanks to a special welding of the bag,

a high hygienic safety is guaranteed. Easy cleaning. Dishwasher

safe. Resists until 60°C maximum.

Code Designation Lcm Wcm Hcm Kg

4347.034347.03 Pastry bag L. 35 cm 24 4 4 0,06
Plain nozzle 2111.10N ø 10 mm

Star nozzle C6

Packed in plastic box

Supple pastry bag made of polyurethane + 2 stainless steel nozzles

The throw-away piping bags have the same use as the nylon ones

but without the inconvenience of cleaning and upkeep. Reinforced

edges. T° 70°C max.

Code Designation Øcm Lcm Wcm Kg

4348.024348.02  4 23 4 0,14
Delivered in decorated box

Roll of 20 disposable pastry bags - Polyethylene
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PASTRY Pastry nozzles and bags  

Code Designation Lcm Liters. Kg

4349.554349.55 55 1,7 1,35

90 microns. Reinforced edges. T° 70°C max.

Roll in a dispenser box.

Roll of 100 disposable pastry bags - Blue polyethylene

Code Designation Lcm Liters. Kg

4348.30N4348.30N 30 cm long 30 0,25 0,6
4348.40N4348.40N 40 cm long 40 0,5 0,95

4348.45N4348.45N 45 cm long 45 0,75 1
4348.50N4348.50N 50 cm long 50 1,25 1,2

4348.01N4348.01N 55 cm long 55 1,7 1,35

The throw-away piping bags have the same

use as the nylon ones but without the

inconvenience of cleaning and upkeep.

Reinforced edges. T° 70°C max. 

Roll in a dispenser box.

Roll of 100 disposable pastry bags - Polyethylene

The throw-away piping bags have the same use as the nylon ones

but without the inconvenience of cleaning and upkeep. Reinforced

edges. They are made of transparent polypropylene. Their hygiene

is perfect. They are also very pratical in their dispenser box. 90

microns.

Code Designation Lcm Kg

4346.45N4346.45N 45 1

Dispenser box of 100 disposable pastry bags - Polyethylene

Code Designation Kg

4336.004336.00 3 different sizes : L. 13 / 10 / 5 cm 0,1

Set of 8 plastic clips TWIXIT to close pastry bags

This pastry bag holder is made of food plastic and enables one to

maintain the full pastry bag straight, ready to use.

Code Designation Øcm Hcm Kg

4347.10N4347.10N 19,5 23 0,12

Holder for pastry bag, polypropylene
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